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From April 24 till 30, we will 
celebrate the World 
Immunization Week, also the 
European Immunisation Week! 
Although we don’t need a specific 
time in the year to talk about the 
value of vaccination, #WIW2022 
create the opportunity to further 
emphasise the importance of 
equitable and expanded access to 
vaccines for a long and healthy 
life for everyone, that vaccination 
is a key pillar of resilient health 
systems guardian of "Long Life for 
All”, and that vaccination, daily, 
contributes to people’s health 
protection against external 
threats, whether from recurrent 
risk of infectious diseases to 
pandemics and even war.  
 
  
Two years after the declaration of 
#Covid19 pandemics by @WHO, 
and despite having enough 
vaccines for the world today, we 
still do not reach equity in access. 
The world is still struggling with 
lack of resources and 
infrastructure to implement 
massively and effectively a 
vaccination targeting first the 
adult population prone to vaccine 
hesitancy. This pandemic is now 
followed by a terrible war forcing 
millions of refugees fleeing 
Ukraine to find shelter and 
security in other European 
countries. As we know, viruses 
have no borders and enjoy even 
more spreading in the context of 
human and sanitarian crisis. 
Ensuring that both refugees and 
the population of welcoming 

 



countries are protected against 
life-threatening vaccine 
preventable diseases is of 
paramount.  
But here again, we are already in 
a reactive situation, whereas we 
have the tools not to be!  
 
Permanent high uptake of routine 
vaccination across the life-course 
in all countries is the best way to 
be prepared against external 
threats so that resources and 
attention in times of crisis can 
remain focused on what could 
not have been prevented.  
 
Follow us and show your support 
to #WIW2022! #WeWontRest 
@EFPIA @IFPMA @WHO 
@SibiliaQuilici  
 

22/4  For #WIW2022 and #EIW2022 
from April 24 to 30, let's talk 
about #LongLifeForAll and how 
#vaccination is a key pillar of 
resilient #healthcare systems, to 
contribute to a long and healthy 
life for everyone. #WeWontRest 
@EFPIA @IFPMA @WHO_Europe  
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#Vaccination is one of the most 
successful healthcare 
interventions of our time. 
Between 2001 and 2020, 
#vaccines averted an estimated 
20 million deaths, 500 million 
cases of illness, and 9 million 
cases of long-term disability 
globally Due to the #Covid19 
situation, we saw a drop in the 
global coverage of key vaccines in 
2019 and 2020. To keep 
infectious disease under control 

Carrousel 3 Factsheets 



and avoid potential outbreaks, it 
is critical to improve the uptake 
and coverage of existing vaccines 
in the age groups that need it the 
most.Find out more on the 
#ValueofVaccination: 
https://www.vaccineseurope.eu/
news/articles/realising-the-full-
value-of-vaccination 
#WeWontRest #WIW2022 
#EIW2022 @efpia @ifpma @who 
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5M is the estimated number of 
lives saved every year thanks to 
#immunisation. On this 
#WIW2022, realise the full  
#ValueOfVaccination  
#WeWontRest #EIW2022 @EFPIA 
@ifpma @who 
 

Carrousel 3 factsheets linking to the 
blog 
https://www.vaccineseurope.eu/news/
articles/realising-the-full-value-of-
vaccination 
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And here is our daily #WIW2022 
#quiz again! Do you know the 
answer? Check in the threat at 
4PM CET to see if you were right. 
#WeWontRest #EIW2022 @EFPIA  
How many deaths are estimated 
to be averted by #vaccines in 
#Europe between 2001 and 
2020? 
 

- 10.000.000 
- 15.000.000 
- 20.000.000 

 
+ Answer in thread: 
Were you correct? There is so much 
to lean about the 
#ValueOfVaccination. And we can 
tell you all about it! 
https://www.vaccineseurope.eu/news/
articles/realising-the-full-value-of-
vaccination 
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Last year, @WHO endorsed 
the first-ever #malaria vaccine. 
This vaccine could save tens of 
thousands of lives each year. 
Unfortunaly, alone, it will not 
stop malaria  
#WeWontRest until no child 
dies from this devastating 
disease @EFPIA @IFPMA 
#WoldMalariaDay #WIW2022 
#EIW2022 

 

 

Impossible possible video updated 
version to be available on the date 
https://efpia.app.box.com/file/851583
152802 
 
 

 

 

Ready for your #WIW2022 
#quiz of today? Let’s check 
your knowledge! The answer 
will be published at 4PM CET 
today so stay tuned. 
#WeWontRest 
#WorldMalariaDay #EIW2022 
@EFPIA 

The word #malaria comes from 
two medieval Italian words 
meaning:  

- Dirty water 

- Evil Insect 

- Painful breathing  

+ Answer in thread: 



- Bad air 
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According to WHO’s 
latest World malaria report, 
there were an estimated 241 
million malaria 
cases and 627 000 malaria 
deaths worldwide in 2020. 
This represents about 14 
million more cases in 2020 
compared to 2019, and 69 000 
more deaths. Approximately 
two thirds of these additional 
deaths (47 000) were linked to 
disruptions in the provision of 
malaria prevention, diagnosis 
and treatment during the 
pandemic. 
2021 marked a big milestone 
with the WHO 
recommendation for broad use 
of the RTS,S/AS01 malaria 
vaccine among children living 
in regions with moderate to 
high P. falciparum malaria 
transmission. The vaccine has 
been shown to significantly 
reduce malaria, and deadly 
severe malaria, among young 
children. 
#WeWontRest 
#WorldMalariaDay #EIW2022 
@EFPIA #IFPMA @WHO 
 
 
https://www.who.int/teams/global
-malaria-
programme/reports/world-
malaria-report-2021 
 

Impossible possible video updated 
version to be available on the day 
https://efpia.app.box.com/file/851583
152802 
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The tragedy that the Ukrainian 
people have experienced can’t 
be undone, but the added 
suffering from certain 
#diseases can be prevented.  
#WeWontRest 
#TeamVaccines #WIW2022 
#EIW2022 @efpia @ifpma 
@who 
 

Video #TeamVaccines Sibilia: video 
available on April 25 
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3.000.000 refugees flew 
#Ukraine in the last weeks. 
Due to the war situation, they 
are more vulnerable to 
infectious #diseases. 
#WeWontRest until vital 
#medicines and #vaccines 
reach the people who need 
them most #TeamVaccines 
#WIW2022 #EIW2022 @efpia 
@IFPMA @WHO 
 

Video #TeamVaccines Sibilia: video 
available on April 25 
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Vaccines can help us make 
the impossible possible. 
Antimicrobial Resistence is a 
silent pandemic already killing 
every year in Europe 33.000 
persons. Stopping 
antimicrobial resistance might 
seem impossible today, but 
#vaccines can help make it 
possible tomorrow #AMR 
#WIW2022 #WeWontRest 
#EIW2022 @EFPIA @IFPMA 
@WHO 

Video mission possible: AMR 
https://efpia.app.box.com/file/886854
908073 
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Stopping antimicrobial 
resistance (#AMR) might seem 
impossible today, but 
#vaccines can help make it 
possible tomorrow. 
#WeWontRest #WIW2022 
#EIW2022 @EFPIA @IFPMA 
@WHO  

Video mission possible: AMR 
https://efpia.app.box.com/file/886854
908073 
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#WIW2022 #quiz of the day! 
What benefits flu vaccination 
offers to an individual?  
Answer in the poll here below. 
The answer will be shared in 
threat of this post at 4PM CET. 
Good luck! #WeWontRest 
#EIW2022 @Efpia  
 

- It protects against 
influenza 

- It reduces the risk of 
hospitalizations by 82% 

- It can decrease 
antibiotic use  

- All of the above 

+ Answer in thread 
The answer was all of the aboveç 
Influenza vaccination protects against 
flu, reduces to risk of hospitalization 
of 82% and help reducing antibiotic 
use and antimicrobial. resistance  
https://www.nivel.nl/en/nieuws/influe
nza-vaccination-can-decrease-
antibiotic-use-and-therefore-reduce-
antimicrobial 
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In 2020, 2.7 million people in 
the #EU were diagnosed with 
#cancer, 1.3 million individuals 
died from cancer, and cases 
are estimated to increase by 
24% by 2035, making it the 
leading cause of death in the 
EU. The elimination of 
infected-related cancer is 
within the reach of all 
countries. The EU Beating 
Cancer Plan represents a 
unique opportunity for it. It sets 
clear targets for #HPV 

 



vaccination towards 
eliminating HPV related 
cancers but also targets for 
improving access to and 
uptake of vaccines against 
#HepatitisB in order to reduce 
liver cancer. #WeWontRest 
#WIW2022 #EIW2022 
#EUCancerPlan @EFPIA 
@IFPMA @WHO 
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One million #cancer cases 
every year worldwide can be 
prevented through vaccination 
against #hepatitis B and 
#HPV. Read our statement: 
rb.gy/vtz6x9  #WeWontRest 
#WIW2022 #EIW2022 @efpia 
@IFPMA @WHO 
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Ready for your #WIW2022 
daily #quiz? Here we go!  
Remember to check the thread 
of this post at 4PM to verify 
your answer! #WeWontRest 
#EIW2022 @EFPIA  
How many new cases of  
cervical #cancer are attributed 
to #HPV infections every year?   

- 23.000 
- 53.000 
- 83.000 

#WeWontRest until seeing a world 
free of vaccines preventable #cancers. 
Read more: 
https://www.vaccineseurope.eu/news/
press-releases/vaccines-europe-
statement-on-vaccine-preventable-
cancers 
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Did you get your flu shot this 
season? Every year, 
#influenza leads to 3 to 5 
million cases of severe #flu 
and up to 650.000 deaths 
around the world (source: 
https://rb.gy/5tad21). Getting 
vaccinated is the best way to 
protect yourself and others. 
@families- fighting-flu 
#WeWontRest #WIW2022 
#EIW2022 #togetheragainstflu 

https://youtu.be/JblfO7hy
odg 

Story of Brittney 
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Getting vaccinated against #flu 
is essential for #protecting 
vulnerable populations and 
reducing the burden on 
healthcare systems. Watch the 
flu story of Latasha #WIW2022 
#WeWontRest #EIW 2022 
@EFPIA @IFPMA 
@familiesfightingflu 

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=7hEBVMv_C2
s 
Story of Latasha 
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We approach the end of this 
#WIW2022. Are you in for a 
new #quiz today? Let’s check 
your knowledge about #flu 
#WeWontRest #EIW 2022 
#togetheragainstflu @efpia  
How many deaths are caused 
by seasonal #influenza each 
year in #Europe?  
- up to 50.000 
- up to 60.000 
- up to 70.000 

Getting vaccinated is the best way to 
protect yourself and others! Read more: 
”new section flu on VE website” 
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On this last day of #WIW2022, 
let’s all remember that, while 
vaccinating children is key to 
protect future generations, 
vaccinating adults contribute to 
#healthyageing and reduces 
the pressure on the 
#healthcare institutions. 
#WeWontRest #EIW2022 
@efpia @ifpma @Who 
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#Vaccination is not only about 
kids anymore. Is it about 
protecting communities by 
reaching herd immunity then? 
Yes, it is, but it is more than 
that. Vaccination is about who 
we are as individuals.  Specific 
#health issues will pre-dispose 
you to certain vaccine 
preventable diseases. Your 
Age, your Lifestyle or your 
occupation can also make you 
more vulnerable to certain 
infections. These factors can 
be unique to each one of us 
and are important factors to 
consider when assessing 
vaccine recommendations. A 
#LifeCourseImmunisation 
approach requires that 
immunisation schedules and 
access to vaccination respond 
to an individual's stage in life, 
their lifestyle and specific 
vulnerabilities/risks to 
infectious disease that they 
may face. It enables adults to 
age with reduced risk of 
disease, thereby enabling 
healthy, active and productive 
ageing. #WIW2022 is coming 
to an end today but 
immunization is our every day 
priority and #WeWontRest until 
we make the world a healthier 
place for everyone #EIW2022 
@EFPIA @IFPMA @WHO 
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And here comes our last 
#WIW2022 #quiz. Ready? 
#WeWontRest #EIW2022 
@EFPIA @IFPMA @WHO 
How much does it cost to keep 
an individual protected with 
vaccination throughout his 
entire life? 

- 3.395€ 
- 33.950€ 
- 339.500€ 

Answer in thread: 
Yes, it only costs 3.395€ to protect an 
individual against up to 17 diseases. 
Learn more about the 
#ValueOfVaccination 
https://www.vaccineseurope.eu/news/
articles/realising-the-full-value-of-
vaccination 

 
 

 
 


